I. INTRODUCTION
When the sudden point release of energy into a homogeneous medium creates a pressure driven supersonic shock wave, it propagates out into the surrounding medium in ideal conditions. 1 A physical system can be approximated by this model when the temporal and spatial scales are large compared to those associated with the energy release and the piston mass is negligible compared to the shocked mass. 2 Such shock waves, known as blast waves, are common in astrophysics, and blast wave dynamics are used to predict supernova remnant evolution. 3, 4 These disturbances and associated shocks are readily created with high energy, intense lasers, enabling a detailed laboratory study of astrophysical relevant topics such as shock driven radiative instabilities, 5 secondary shock formation, 6 and the seeding 7 and amplification 8 of galactic magnetic fields. Furthermore, the scale-invariance of blast waves and application of ideal magneto-hydrodynamics to experiment 9 enable direct comparison of small scale (mmsized and sub-micro-second) laboratory experiments with astronomical systems which have spatiotemporal scales many orders of magnitude larger. 10, 11 Instabilities and magnetic fields are seeded from structures or asymmetries in shocks, and with high power laser facilities and fast camera systems, it is possible to control the asymmetry and monitor the evolution on a single shot. The understanding of the effect of target geometry and the development of the shape of the asymmetry are discussed within this report.
In Sec. II, we first describe the experimental setup designed to create asymmetric blast waves and the use of a fast framing camera to study the blast wave trajectory and asymmetry. Section III contains a detailed analysis of the fast framing camera results, including detailed comparisons with radiation-hydrodynamics simulations. We use two different target designs: a carbon rod and a hollow plastic sphere to assist in the understanding of the blast wave launch dynamics. The work is concluded in Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This experiment was carried out using the Vulcan laser in Target Area West (TAW). Six infrared beams of 2 ns duration, with a total energy of 1.5 kJ, were clustered to a single, 300 lm diameter focal spot. This illuminated either a 500 lm diameter carbon rod target or a 2 mm diameter hollow plastic sphere target. The laser beams were organized on an arc in 3 sets of pairs at 625 and 0 to the horizontal axis. The target was enclosed in a chamber containing a uniform background gas of argon at a pressure of 0.7 mbar. A schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The interaction of the laser with the target creates a rapidly expanding ablation plasma, the radiation from which ionises the surrounding gas. The ablating plasma acts as a piston on the surrounding medium driving a shock which evolves into a blast wave.
In addition to a magnetic induction coil or B-dot which was used to monitor changing magnetic fields, the experiment was also equipped with a Specialised Imaging SIM16 camera 12 timed to take sixteen self-emission frames of the blast wave up to 1 ls after the laser shot. This allowed prompt on-shot feedback of the spatial and temporal evolution of the blast wave. The camera uses a single optical line and is fitted with 16 independent CCD sensors coupled to microchannel plates (MCP). The MCPs used a 5 ns gate width and had separately programmable delays. The camera was filtered using a 620 6 10 nm optical bandpass filter. 
III. ANALYSIS
An example of a fast framing camera image of the 500 lm carbon rod in 0.7 mbar of argon is shown in Fig. 2 . On this shot, the camera was configured to record emission from the blast wave and timed to avoid the intense emission during the laser-target interaction and to stop recording just after the front of the blast wave reaches the B-dot probe. Superimposed on the first frame are the initial position of the target (labelled "Carbon Rod"), the position and angle of the laser, and the location of an induction probe (labelled "B-dot probe"). In the first two frames (20 and 60 ns), the strong emission is observed from the carbon and argon plasma surrounding the carbon rod, with a particularly strong emission halo from the side of the target not irradiated by the laser, the rear surface. By the third frame, at 100 ns, a near hemispherical emission front with a sharp edge is apparent. Front-tracking analysis of the emission front perpendicular to the target, in the plane view of the camera, gives the velocity of the emission front to be travelling at 40 6 5 km/s at 200 ns. This emission front expands with time, and by 620 ns, the last frame in Fig. 2 has expanded to 2.00 6 0.05 cm. Figure 3 shows the images produced from 2 mm hollow plastic spheres which have sides of thickness 10 lm. Using this different target geometry, the images demonstrate more clearly that there are two shock-like structures produced by the interaction. Superimposed on the first frame are the locations of the target, the laser, and the B-dot probe. On the frame at 260 ns, an emission front is highlighted by a green line and a second, brighter emission front is highlighted by a blue line. Both emission fronts are flatter than those observed in Fig. 2 . Front-tracking analysis (see below) shows that the brighter emission-front is travelling at a slightly faster velocity of 70 6 10 km/s at 260 ns, compared to the flatter shock's velocity of 50 6 10 km/s. By 440 ns, the two structures are more separated and distinct, and both features are decelerating.
Interestingly, the emission fronts monitored in these shots are not spherical and have a flatter shape in the viewing plane, which can be seen more clearly using plastic spheres. The carbon rods produce a smoother, more spherical shock than plastic spheres, although the targets are driven using the same laser parameters. A feature of these experimental data, which is of particular importance to our understanding of the dynamics of the shock topology evolution, is consistent with the observation of a second structure punching through the wider flatter shock when using the plastic spherical targets. This second structure moves separately to the wider, flatter front and is still propagating outwards after 350 ns when the other appears to have stalled.
By tracking the emission front trajectory and geometry, it is possible to monitor the front evolution for different shots. Due to the complexity of the plastic sphere emission Here, a blast wave has been produced from a carbon rod target, propagating out into a 0.7 mbar argon background gas. Temporal (recorded in the top left of each frame) and spatial (in cm around the top left corner frame) information can be gained from the shot. The dotted lines in each frame indicate the original target position (0,0). The images are taken with a 5 ns exposure. fronts, the mapping of the shock-like trajectories is challenging, and thus, no quantitative measurements of the asymmetry are presented. The asymmetry of the blast wave for carbon rod targets can be measured to understand the overall evolution and dependence on target geometry (Fig. 2) . The observation and understanding of an asymmetrical blast wave shape are important, as it results in non-parallel temperature and density gradients, so the Biermann battery effect can generate magnetic fields. 13 Each of the 16 self-emission frames collected in a shot was analysed to measure the outer shock edge position. Emission front position measurements are limited to 60.1 mm by the camera spatial resolution and uncertainty in spatial calibration. The position of the emission front was assumed to be the point of peak emission. There is also an additional error in estimating the position of the target origin which is 61 mm. This error would affect all the images on a single shot in the same manner so it has not been included in error analysis.
The simplest method to capture information about the asymmetrical shape of the emission front is to fit an ellipse to the points of peak emission. The fitting is applied to just the carbon rod targets due to the smoother profile of the shock being easier to track. An ellipse function with a tilt can be overlaid to the points across the emission front, with the function in Eq. (1),
where x and y are the horizontal and vertical positions, R a;b are the major and minor axes, and / is the tilt with respect to the x-axis. This enables an elliptical fit to the emission front with tilt, /, as without applying any rotation to the frames, the ellipse will not be aligned along the horizontal or vertical axis. The tilt is observed to be relatively constant, with / ¼ 2365 over the duration of the shock propagation.
After fitting the ellipse, the ratio of R a =R b was plotted as a function of time in Fig. 4 for three shots with nominally the same conditions. Data from Fig. 2 are shown as green triangles. Here, R b is the axis closest to that of the laser direction which, after analysis, is found to be the minor axis. The major axis R a is perpendicular to this, in the direction closest to the target stalk axis. The ratio R a =R b is useful in describing the global asymmetry of the blast wave. A spherical blast-wave would have a ratio of 1, a blast-wave which propagates faster along the axis parallel to the laser would have a ratio <1 and a blast wave propagating faster in the orthogonal direction will have a ratio >1. From Fig. 4 , we can see that the emission front has a ratio of 1.12 in early time (<100 ns), meaning that the expansion of the front is the largest in the direction perpendicular to the laser axis. This ratio decreases with time, tending towards a more symmetrical, spherical shock.
The minor axis (i.e., the axis aligned with the laser) length with time for a number of shots is plotted in Fig. 5.   FIG. 3 . Images collected using a plastic sphere target in a 0.7 mbar background argon gas. These images show two features being emitted from the shock, highlighted with the green and blue lines on the frame at 260 ns.
FIG. 4. The temporal evolution of the ratio of the major Ra to minor Rb axis of the ellipse for shots using carbon rods in 0.7 mbar Argon background gas and the laser energies, as specified, in a 2 ns pulse. This shows that at early time, the blast-waves are more asymmetric, tending toward sphericity.
There is little variation between the three shots, suggesting that the differences between ellipticity for different shots reported in Fig. 4 are due to differences in expansion along the axis perpendicular to the laser direction. This may be the result of inconsistencies in laser pointing between shots. Additionally, the best fit line to the data appears to closely follow a Sedov-Taylor self-similar solution (d / t 0:4 ) 14, 15 which could lead to future investigations of this matching over time.
The launch of a shock from a carbon rod and plastic spherical target was investigated using 2-dimensional FLASH radiation-hydrodynamics simulations. [16] [17] [18] Adaptive mesh refinement was used in order to resolve the large spatial (2 Â 2 cm box) and temporal (1 ls) scales while maintaining acceptable spatial resolution (10 lm) where required. In the simulations, cylindrical symmetry was assumed, 19 with the spherical CH shell, represented by a hollow hemisphere onaxis. In the following discussion and figures, the x-axis is the radial direction, with x ¼ 0 being the axis of symmetry.
In the simulations, the laser is incident from below the x-axis, parallel to the y-axis. Spot-sizes, intensities, powers, and pulse shapes were as per the experiment. Simulations showing the peak radiation front including the emission range observed by the optical camera can be compared with the experimental data. Figure 6 shows simulations run using plastic spheres as targets. The plastic spheres are a good example for demonstrating the emergence of the two asymmetrical fronts in a single interaction. At early times, the front is smooth, until 56 ns when a smaller structure punches through the top of the hotter, denser central target material. By 94 ns, the two structures become more pronounced. This supports the experimental data for plastic spheres where these two features evolve on much shorter timescales than for carbon rods.
These simulations reveal how the asymmetrical emission front shape is the result of two shocks. Each shock is driven by a different mechanism; a cartoon of these mechanisms is shown in Fig. 7 . An initial shock expands out around the target. This is produced within the Argon background plasma by material ablated from the front-side of the target. A second shock is driven through the target by the laser. The shock propagating through the target appears later in time, as it travels more slowly within the denser target material than the shock propagating through the low-density Argon background chamber fill. Eventually, it breaks out FIG. 5. The shock trajectory as measured at the ellipse minor axis (that aligned with the incoming laser axis) for various shots. The trajectory is consistent within the error across the various shots.
FIG. 6. A 2 D simulation in FLASH of a 2 mm plastic sphere producing a blast wave, where the production of two shock waves is more visible. These simulations show the intensity (arb. units) of the radiation between 1 and 10 eV, which will include the energy range the optical camera is able to image in the experiment.
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Phys. Plasmas 24, 103124 (2017) from the target rear side. When it emerges, it is faster travelling than the first shock and, under the right conditions, catches up with the slower shock. As the two shocks merge, the second shock pushes the first shock out further in the direction of the laser axis, and so whilst the sides of the shock are slowing down even further, the front is able to expand more and create a more symmetrical shock. This is the reason for having a decrease in the ellipticity like that shown in Fig. 4 .
Similar dynamics causing two shocks to be produced in an interaction have been observed by Tzeferacos et al. 18 and Gregori et al. 7 In the former, two fronts are observed in FLASH simulations and one is suggested to be due a shock launched into the background gas and the second from the target material expanding behind. In the latter reference, the B-dot probe signal showed measurements of two peaks in the magnetic field strengths, and this is postulated to be from the target ejecta material. However, in light of the results presented in this paper, we are able to further describe the generation of the two shock structures and discuss the evolution in more detail.
Comparisons between simulation of the plastic spheres and carbon rod target (as shown in Fig. 8) show that in the case of the plastic spheres, the two shocks cross much earlier in time and progress even further, creating an asymmetrical shock but with the minor and major axes flipped by 90 . These go on to create a more irregular shock before the emission reduces below the camera threshold. The carbon rod shock evolution has already stalled before the second shock has caught up with the first; therefore, the two shocks never cross and flip the ellipse's axes.
The plots in Fig. 8 also show the two hemispherical peaks in radiation intensity, which are most apparent at 231 ns and separated by about 0.5 cm in the x-axis direction at y ¼ 0. These would be more difficult to observe experimentally due to the 3 D nature of the experiment and viewing angle of the camera, so we are unable to distinguish the separate shocks. Between the two fronts in the simulations, it appears that the flow is also becoming more turbulent. By 361 ns, these two fronts have started to merge and the emission front is becoming disrupted towards the outer edges. As previously discussed, the limited spatial resolution of the imaging system means that the camera will not be able to resolve these small scale features. At early time, these shocks expand out furthest in the direction perpendicular to the laser axis (y-axis). The qualitative and quantitative shock front evolution of the simulations closely matches those measured experimentally.
When viewing the experimental data of the carbon rods, the emission front is observed to be much smoother as the two shocks have slowed down earlier in time than for plastic spheres and move together without changing the separation between the two shocks. The reason for the difference in the overall shock velocities of the targets is due to the density of the materials and the absorption of laser energy. The shocks follow a Sedov-Taylor solution 14, 15 in their evolution, and thus, the energy density and therefore velocity decrease as the shock expands. The reason for the difference in the overall shock velocities is due to the individual target densities and absorption of laser energy. The carbon shocks slow but faster than the plastic as they absorb a smaller fraction of the laser energy initially and so reach a lower energy density sooner than the plastic. Eventually, the shocks will move together, and this is a common phenomenon, for example, in the multi-shock NIF design, where multiple shocks merge at or near the inner DT ice surface. Prior to the merging, the spatially separated shocks have different local characteristics and encounter different upstream and downstream fluid parameters leading to distinct velocities. At the point of the shock merging, there is no distinction between the fluid characteristics associated with the initially separate shocks; they become one. Subsequently, the shocks must propagate as one forward shock and a second backward travelling rarefaction wave. In the plastic spheres, the second shock wave catches up with the first whilst it still has a larger speed than the first shock due and so it will break through the first and they will travel more independently. The production of these two features is more obvious using targets such as plastic spheres and could potentially be enhanced further by using other target geometries.
These experimental and simulation results provide a more complete picture of the asymmetry origin observed in laboratory shock waves and their temporal evolution. Due to the associated non-parallel gradients in temperature and density, these will generate magnetic fields through the Biermann battery effect. Furthermore, the simulation results also suggest the creation of turbulent flows in the region behind the shock front(s) (Fig. 8) , although it was not possible to resolve these experimentally.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
From the experimental results, we have observed the production of two asymmetrical blast waves from the selfemission in the ambient background gas. Using an ellipse fitting procedure, we infer that to the shock front, asymmetry decreases over time. Through a combination of experimental data analysis and numerical simulations, we argue that this is due to a second shock wave being produced later in time as the piston emerges through the target. In carbon rods, this shock pushes the overall blast wave shape to being more symmetrical. For plastic spheres, conversely, the two shocks become quite separate later in time due to a faster second shock, causing a more irregular overall shape. This analysis may be of interest to experiments investigating turbulence in shock waves and the generation of magnetic fields. The shock waves produced through the target tend to be more consistent across different shots, whereas the shock waves perpendicular to the laser axis have more shot variability due to the target and laser setup. The fields measured at the shock front opposite to the laser axis should be more repeatable and consistent shot to shot. However, the turbulence, occurring at the emission edges perpendicular to the laser axis, produced by targets such as carbon rods may have other effects such as amplification on the fields which could be further investigated.
In conclusion, the framing camera is an effective tool for observing an interaction where shock features are created and developed over nanosecond time scales. The asymmetry of a blast wave emerging from the rear-side of the target is argued to be due to two shock waves and may influence other measurements made, such as the magnetic fields, depending on the stage of development of the two waves.
